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Piyadasa Ratnayake 
1. INTRODUCTION 
百1eru四Isector in Sn Lanka is the base for exist四ceof曲目e-four廿lSOf出ecauntry’S
papulatton whase main occupational s回 c白血ispnmarily concen回 tedon agnculture 
It is also a m創nsupply so凹℃eof the product10n facto田町qmredfor血eimprovement 
of national economy, such as land, labour, capital, foreign exchange, market, and 
raw materials However, rural economy is becoming a subordinate factor m the 
growth performance of the national economy whereas previously, it was a dominant 
四dmfluential factor A noteworthy feature of this change is白出血epace of declme 
in the agricultural share in GDP is faster than the pace at which出elabour force 1s 
shifting from the agricultural sector too出ersecto四.At p問sent,approximately half 
of the total labour force is occupied m agnc叫回rebut has con出butedless than one-
fifth of血eGDP.τ'he problem IS曲目thisuneven s回 cturalchange in production and 
in血eemployment has led to白叶1ermisery for the rural poor in血elast two decades. 
Moreover, this also has widely led to a further decline of labour productmty in 
agriculture田 d血eper cap血 cropland世間，therebyer＇回tinga low-income group in 
them田lsector Today, cru口als田i田conomicproblems like poverty, unemployment, 
underemployment, income and weal出inequalityhave become common features in 
th.is sector 
As a result, the rural economy of Sri Lanka has become dependent on four m句or
facto四.fl四t,mig田ntworke四，P町ticularlyfemale labour force in由eMiddle East", 
second, female workers m the Export Processing Zone, third, govenunent soldiers 
fighting Truml t即 ons凶；andfour廿1,poverザallevrnt10nprogramme of the Sn Lankan 
government These new unexpected dependent factors of the rural economy have 
made additional di節cultiesto find a constructive solution to the prolonged unce託ainty
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of出erural life while deteno田tingthe socioeconomic condition of rural comm山由ies.
百usreveals poor conbibution of rural development policies to血e1mprovem叩 tof
people’s capabilities血 dentitlements sufficiently.＇》
百1ep毘sents回dyWill first a町田，ptto overview血eexperiences of rural development 
p阻cticesover the post-independence period to provide why we need to look for an 
alternative approach for rural development to achieve people’s ca抑制htiesand 
enntlerr】ents.It will the問泊町田alyse血曲目ticalfi百neand expenenc田 of血eongomg 
new approach n田nelyExport Product10n Village (EPV）勾 whichaims to achieve 
economic self-reliance or economic independence in the ru回lsector in Sn Lanka 
smce 1981 Finally, it examines how far thIS st阻tegyhas contributed towards血e
resolution of rural socioeconom1c problems, partic凶arlyimprovement of income 
level, which leads to阻 duct10nof poverty, unemployment and mequality m出erural 
sector.τ'he analysis of these aspects 1s based on出efindings of macro皿dmicro 
level investigations conducted on the Dambademya EPV project m Sn Lanka. 
2. EXPERlENCE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT lN SRI LANKA: AN OVERVIEW 
Though the tenn rural development has been defined in several ways by several 
scholars, al definitions have certain common elements, because the problems of the 
m回lsector in developmg coun岡田，which由erural development attempts to肥solve,
show a rem町'kablesimilarity. Accordmg to World Bank (1975:3), rural development 
is a sttategy designed to improve the economic and social life of a spec出cgroup of 
people, the rural poor It is concerned in extending the benefits of development to 
the poorest who seek a hvehhood m the rural町田s,namely small-scale fanners, 
tenants and landless.官1eUNDP (1979 1) defined rural development出 apr出師Sof 
S田i田conomicch叩 geinvolving the transfonnation of agran叩 society,in order to 
reach a common set of development goals b田edon血eca戸citi白血dn自由ofpeople. 
百1esegoals seek to achieve a nationally detennmed growth process曲目givespriority 
to出ereduction of poverty, unemployment and inequality and to the satisfaction of 
minimum human needs.τneyshould s位田sselιreli叩ceand participation, particularly 
of those with the lowest living condit10ns 
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官官田町志V町1ouspostulates in the theo陪ticalliterature pertainmg to the process 
ofrurヨldevelopment employed in Sn L血 kato meet some of the above goals during 
白el副白vedecadesMost of them were overwhelmingly engaged in血eimprovement 
of agriculture to fulfil people’s aspirations. In general，血間四時i田 whichexe肥ised
m Sn Lanka have two m句orapproaches. (a) growth-onented approach or回目l
development through agncultural modernisation; and (b) people-oriented or an 
integrated approach which emphasized cr＇同tionofoff-fi町田employments m血erural 
sector itself.百1ef田tapproach dominates t四ditionalrural development poltcies and 
second mteg岡田drural development S位~tegt回目specttvely.
Although these two policies have different approaches, al have a great deal in 
common, which can be summarised as follows: alleviation of rural poverty, 
unemployment皿dinequality, exp四s10nofofιfarm employment; improvement of 
living conditions of the rural community through increase of production and 
productivity of agriculture; improvement of social and economic mfrastructure; 
mobilisation of available resources, increase economic self-reliance; expansion of 
people’s active partic1pat10n m development projects and decision making and 
improvement of the value and quality of life in四国lcommunities. 
Growth開OrientedApproach: Under this concept, enhancement of agricultural 
productivity and efficiency of re叩urceal凹 ati on are of fund田nentalsi伊1fic叩 cein
出epr皿e田 ofrural development. In o吋erto achieve these two major objectives, Sn 
L叩 kahas担tr凶uced由reetypes of師団egies・百四tts to increase cultivable land世田
through improvement of iπigation and other infrastructure facilities; second is to 
intensify cultivation through promot10n of land-savmgs and labour-intensive 
technologi田，andthi吋 isto implement vanous reforms such as land reform, pnce 
supporting policies on inputs and outputs and decentralised management systems. 
Extensive land settlement schemes, particularly colonisation schemes fal under the 
first type of s町田egywhile the Green Revolution fals under the second. Various 
o出eragrarian reforms, as日f町redto above, were expected to encourage f町田ersto 
make efficient use of the first two strategies.の
Pe叩le-OrientedApproach: In addition to modernisation of agriculture, there has 
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been a great deal of improvement of non-agricultural pu四uits,spe口日callysmall血d
medium scale industries in rural areas for creation of off-farm job opportunities. 
百1isaim was expected to achieve mamly under the Integrated Rural Development 
Pro gr祖国1e(IRDP) which was in位。ducedby Sn Lankan policy makers w1出 f凹阻cial
and technological help of the international donor countries since 1970s." It was 
implemented in almost al districts in Sri Lanka during the last two decades. 
In broad sense，出erole of nu叫mdus回ahsat1onm IRDP 1s to alleviate rural pover旬
血rnughfacihtatmg the efficient use oflocal resourc田（h田nanand mate巾 I),exp：田SIOn 
of additional employment oppo巾 nities,improvement of agric 1lt1ral production血d
productivity, augmentation of rural mcome and improvement of basic needs." 
百 eoreticallythere 1s no doubt白at血econcept of!RDP and its rural indus凶alisation
effort have constituted a consistent approach to alleviate rural poverty at micro level 
and to national development at macro level This means, the provision of equal 
benefits of economic grow出tothe回目lpoor by givmg them equal opportumties to 
participate in growth activities, which become the maJor theme of the IRDP. 
Results of the Practices: The question is whether and to what extent both the 
grow由 andpeople-oriented approaches have accomplished to achieve their expected 
goals or how much these policies have contnbuted to the abatement of rural poor. 
τ'he empincal evidence of these two practices in Sri L皿kareveals a mixed basket of 
問sultswhich con阻insless success than frulure. 
τ'he success consists of remarkable mcrease of paddy land area, 1πigated land 
area, arable l血d町田（upland),land productivity, domestic food capacity, specifically 
self-sufficiency rate of rice These achievements m出edomestic agncultural sector 
m Sn Lanka have been summarised in Table 1 
τ'he data m the above Table reveals that the paddy c.ultivated町eaincreased from 
431,425 ham 1950 to 749,000 ham 1996 or by 74percent during由1spenod. As a 
result paddy production surged from 459 thousand Mt to 2，日61thousand Mt曲目IS
about five出nesduring出esame period.τ'hese sigru日C叩tachievements m the staple 
food sector of Sn Lanka have con酎butedto the s田ngthof出ecountrγsfood capacity, 
particularly total availability of domestic product or self-sufficiency四回ofnc♂
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which mcreased from 17 per cent in 1950 to nearly 90 per cent in 1996 At the s田ne
time，白esuccessful perform田cein出issector has largely con回butedto由eIIllproved 
si回目ionof balance of payments in Sn L血ka・valueof rice impo出 asa percentage 
of food & drinks hnpo由 declinedd田皿atlcally世・om47 percent in 1950 to 9 percent 
in 1996. Moreover, rice imports shrunk from one-quatre of the total import value to 
less出血twoper cent in出esame period，官iereis no argument出at由esesuccessful 
perform皿cesin the staple food sector m Sn Lanka have been a di目ctand indirect 
result of the land savmg and labour using technologies mtroduced under both the 
growth and people-oriented四回ldevelopment practices employed m the last five 
decades. 
τ'hus, although rural development strategies have fulfilled national demands of 
food阻 dconsumer requirements, the aims which were anticipated to accomplish 
these pohci田，specificallyrelief of四国lpoverty, unemployment血dinequality have 
not been achieved at any signi日cantlevel Table 2 reveals mo田 worseningof these 
three socioeconomic constramts曲四resolvingthem at any remarkable level m出e
last half a cen加ry.
The data in Table 2問vealsfailure to attain central objectives of the rural 
development polici目前田ysubstantial level h出epost-independence penod of Sri 
L田ka.Rural economy is contmuing出 prolongedproblems w愉 outany signific血t
change regardl田sof huge mves回ientin various activilles m economic and non-
economic activities launched by the respective governments It is reasonable to 
emphasize血at血epresent socioeconomic s山 atlonof血issector is aggravated mo問
than previously According to some schola四 (Wignaraja,1984:3; Satish, 1987・83),
四国ldevelopment through agncultural modernisation caused poor become poo毘r
叩 d由erich, ncher in most Asian coun岡田mspite of白白rsignificant achievements 
in the increase of agricultural output and the remarkable improvements in rural 
infrastructure facihtles目Althoughit is difficult to provide a correct reason for this 
fal町e,it can be noted that the回目ldevelopment strategies employed in Sri Lanka 
did not con回butesufficiently to improve people’s capabilities and entitlements by 
C毘atmgpr叫uctiveemployment m由evillage itself出・oughutilisation of commodity 
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and non-commodity pr，吋uctionfactors available in this S配tor.
Furthermore, the decline of出em四lsector has been the result of neglecting出e
回 ditionalsector and also the mability to recognise its real problems m conventional 
development pohc1出血ds回 tegies,spec1fically those which町edirected to achieve 
high grow出，whileignoring improvement of people’s capabilities and entitlements 
through dis回but10nof growth benefits.百四回pected“凶ckle-down”effectdid not 
take place, as由e民 wasa virtual exclusion of the回 ditionalsector in growth effo出
血atwere biased towards the modem sector.τ'he肥 isno doubt that m血elong run, 
economic development of ever growmg四回lpopulation would depend upon the 
combined exp血 sionof both modem叩 dnon-agncultural sectors. Yet, too strong 
emが1asison the modern sector is likely to leave out the growth potentials of rural 
田 as.At血eo血erex田 me,government policies concent目tmgmainly on promoting 
S田ialequity in rural areas may have discouraged invesrment m血enon-traditional 
sector, resulting in economic stagnation. (World Bank, 1975 16) At出esame time, 
血1spolicy may also have resulted m incr四singcommunity dependence on government 
subsidies or so-called food ration and s阻mpprog即 nm♂ ratherthan on their own 
hvmg st回teg1esbased on working capacities. Failure to identify these complexities 
inherent in the development process have led to a negligence of ru悶lsector which 
h田 causedrural poor leavmg without the benefits of growth. 
古田presentrural development s回tegy(Export Production VIilage・ EPV Project) 
ought to have two mam components which leads to improvement of people’s 
capabihties and entitlements・（a)distribution of frmt of growth more fairly田nong
the m田lpoor, through creation of production lmkages between出emodem sector 
and rural producer; and (b) development of agriculture, rural industries and cottage 
mdus岡田basedon resource endowment (land, labour, capital, technology etc.) of 
the village economy where there is a sufficient market potential in international as 
well as domestic markets. The organisation of such m阻1and cottage industries and 
creation ofmarketmg relationships betw田n血etwo secto四a肥 essentialfor the long-
run improvement of出erural economy. The creation of greater mteractlon between 
the two secto日 wouldnot only reduce出eacute soc1田conom1cproblems in the rural 
sector but also in the田duceof soci田 conomicdisparities between them 
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3. RURAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SELF-RELIANCE APPROACH: 
THE CONCEPT OF EPV 
(1) The Concept and Objectives 
百1eEPV has been concep回alisedas“a tradmg house of producers at grass-roots 
level tom回 duce四国lexpo武ーorientedpr，凶ucts(agricul回目land agro-based cot阻ge
industry products) into the highly competitive international m町ket＂.百時日目 tsuch 
producers' trading house was estabhshed at a cluster of villages (Paranagarna, 
Handap叩 galaand Epaladeniya) in the Dambadeniya Electo四te,in the Kurunegala 
District (see Map I) and was called the “Dambadeniya Export Product 
Development Company Limited.”It was incorporated und町 the‘CompanyAct' 
and registered with the Registr:町 ofCompanies as Janat/Ja Samagama (People’s 
Comp叩 y)in 1981 官官functionof出tsSamagama was to meet export demand for 
selected products that could be supplied by the shareholders of the company, its 
operational method was to supply the products to export firms in the country.τ1us 
project thus attempts to enlist dtrectly出eactive p町tictpationof the rural sector in 
Sri Lanka’s export efforts and thereby improve the overall socioeconomic conditions 
of the villagers Thus, the company aims at accomplishmg an inter-related set of 
o同ectives,it was also expected to evolve a回placeablemodel for rural development 
mo出ervillages of Sn Lanka. 
The project was aimed to achieve the following multiple o吋ectivesin p副 icular:
(a) to survive tradtttonal s田 t0economicbase at village level by providing additional 
economic sources出roughproducing some spec1日cproducts to their own company 
uttlismg thetr own resouπes; (b) to improve people’s capabilities and entitlements出
much出 possible,(c) to gene回teemplo抑制opportunitiesby using village resources, 
particularly material 出sourcesand traditional technology, (d) to provide additional 
income which eventually helps to improve their living conditions, (e) to c日atea 
strong marketmg organ!Sallon based on people’s as pi田tionsto face competitive open 
market, and (f) to ensu肥 thattheir own development depends on th白rown efforts 
and not on the government mtervention 
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(2) Theoretical Framework 
goal of四国ldevelopment; however, we have defined this concept not in its classtcal 
sense, but to me四 aprocess which h町n田sesthe active part1c1pation of由epoor in 
national economic growth叩 d岡田ferringthe fruit of growth more fairly tow町ds
the poor without affecting their conventional socioeconomic conditions.百1eseg。als
Figure 1: Thooretical Frame of the Proposed Export Production Village b吋eel
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were to be achieved through the application of the EPV concept as出cm副npolicy 
instrument. The outline of the theoretical framework of the pr吋ecthas been 
summarised in Figure I. 
According to F1gu回 I,the livmg condit10n of the rural community depends on 
five dimensions 、vh1chremamed under two m句orcategori田.(A) External Sector 
and (B) Internal Sector.百官邸temalsector can be defined as a government sector 
or outside of the village boundary. This sector is directly involved in improvement 
of living conditions of the villagers. For example, it provides many assistance to 
improve agriculture and o出ersocioeconomic activiti田 byemploying a number of 
government officials目 τ"heinternal sector is defined as the existing田sourcebase of 
the village conomy which has田 influenced!fectly and indirectly on improvement 
of people’s hvmg condit10ns. This sector comprises of four sub dimensions (a) 
resource endowment in the non-commodity sector; (b) pr吋uction,consumption and 
marketing in the commodity sector; (c) community solidarity and people’s 
participation in village orgamsatlons, and (d) hvmg conditions of the rural folks. 
τ"he last dimension is田sumedas a final depend叩tvariable on血eother four variables. 
The EPV is conside問da highly influential policy instrument which contributes to 
the improvement of al vanables, particularly hvmg conditions of the rural people 
τ"his variable repr田entsthe most influential facto四 whichwe田 ex甘ヨctedfrom both 
the mtemal and external sectors, specifically power bases of the two secto四．
(3）百ieModus Operandi of an EPV Company 
The pr＇町田 sof an activity mvolved in白eformation of an EPV Company is shown 
mFi割問2百由児vealsa combination of the village田onomywi出modemeconomy 
(external sector) to facilitate回 nsferof growth benefits from出issector to四国Isector. 
In this context, Sri Lanka Export Development Board (SLEDB)" takes the role of a 
mediator to make busmess contact between rural producer and exporter while 
supplying imtial cost to create a people’s company at出evillage. Bo血thevillagers 
and exporte四havedirect relations wi也SLEDBbecause it provides various services 
such as marketing information, aπangement of trade fairs, conducting feasibihty 
studies on expo口goods,prep訂ingproject proposals, technical advice, financial 
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46 
support etc to encourage country’s expoロeffo目S
When the SLEDB回ceivedan inquiry from villagers to find a marketing source 
(international market only) for their products, officials of the SLEDB visit this village 
and conduct a feas1bihty s回dyto explo陪 whetherthere 1s叩yposs1bllity to create a 
people’s company to supply goods for mtemational market After this survey, the 
SLEDB takes the role of a middle man to establish a company of血e四回lproducers, 
providmg al necessary information, t回ining,official work, regular management 
advice, initial cost, equity participation etc The most noteworthy featu問 ofthis 
Janatha Samagama is that it attempts to grasp mtemal and external power bases, 
particul町Iynewly emerged busmess leaders, trad1t1onal busmess leaders in the arちa,
traditional village leaders like a ret1red school teacher, government agent, and 
govemment officials at the village level who dealt with various development activities 
m血e町田 τ'hishas been demonstrated m Figure 3. 
τ'he most sigmficant characteristic of the institutional organisation皿dm四agement
structure of this Janatha Samagama (Figure 3) is that it was an embodiment of 
Influential factors or responsible people in government sector, private sector and 
village itself, aimmg to provide a stable position and transfer of management skil 
from or喜朗1sedsector to village community For ex創nple,Boar吐ofDirectors of由is
company compnses of highly established ente甲nsesm血ene1ghbourmg v!llages, 
high ranking government officials, v1liage leaders and producersτ'he Secretary 
(Project Manager) of the company who is responsible for directing, guiding or 
managing出ecomp血y1s a reti毘dschool teacher m曲esame villageτ'hese mtemal 
and external combination of the management structure of this proiect have resulted 
in efficient m田 agementand utihsation of village resou町田(humanand material) for 
profi阻bleprc》ductionactivities. Moreover, r田ruitingof twelve adminis回 tlveofficials 
from village community as perm叩 ents同町from田nongproduceぜ householdsalso 
became effective factor in successful implementation of dec1S1ons made by the o侃cials
in出emanage江nentsection. Th田eofficers have a real unde四tandmgof the people’s 
problems because血eythemselves belong to血esefamiliesτ'his is one of血emost 
imp岡田ts回teg回 ad叩tedto encourage produce田’confidencein project activ1t1es. 
Producers a出 thusable to present their problems to this staff without hesitation, 
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ensuring successful communication.τ"his helps m winning the producers' active 
participation面variousactlvities of血ccomp田y.
τ"hIS company produces mainly回edwarepacks used in packing black t曲 forexport. 
In addition, it was origmally intended to produce betel le町田，ginger,pmeapple and 
corr products on an experimental basis for export market but出tsattempt failed due 
to inad珂uatedemand, the marginal 抽出血ofprofi俗世om血1sactivity叩 ddifficulti田
of transpo礼 Recently,the company attempted to diversify reed ware products by 
producmg a number of handic回ftitems However.，血emostr四 1une.回tivelymarketed 
product stil remams，出ereedware tea packs. 
(4) Experience of the Dambadeniya EPV Company (1981・1997)
τ"he田 alys1sof出eexpenence of this economic enterprise is investigated with a 
view to deteロηininghow commercially remunerative the company is, and how 
effectively it promotes self-rehance through tmprovmg people’s capabilities and 
entitlements dunng白elast 17 years (198ト97)In particular，血eex訂nmat1onlooks 
into four major aspects of由eproject’s ope阻tionand performance to determme how 
far it attamed the above noted core objectives of出ecomp血y(a) augmentatlon of 
capital endowment; (b) gene田tionof exchange田 titlements,(c) c問attonof productive 
employment opport山uties;(d) o曲目con回butlons
(a) Augmen阻tionof Capi祖IEndowment 
A noteworthy f四国reof this Janatha Samagama ts白at1t was established m 1981 
wi出血initialsha田 capitalofRs. 31,910 ($1,553) of which 47 p町 cent(Rs 15,000 
or $730) was contnbuted by SLEDB, whtle出ebalance 53 per cent was provided by 
533 share holders who purchased sh町田 τ"hecomp皿yhas not only mcreased its 
share capt回lbyfo町 timesbut also its small imtial capital used to become a highly 
profitable economic ente叩nseduring the penod 1981-1997 (see Table 3) It is 
inte民stingto note, how the company mc目asedits assets wi白ina period of 17 years. 
fixed assets田dnet current assets mc町田edby 62 times or from Rs. 139,844in 1982/ 
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1983 to Rs 8,629,114 m 1996/97 The most significant achievement of出iscompany 
IS出atexcept血eSLEDB’s pw℃hasing of shares, al other money capital needs were 
met by the villagers, particularly the produce四themselves.百世pomtis that this 
comp血ywas formed on a small笛nountof capital, belonging to a large number of 
shareholde四.When this company w田 formedin 198 l in血isarea, the most essential 
initial necessities, i e.国bles,chairs, and office space had been borrowed from the 
Table 3: Dambadeniya EPV People’s Company Ltd. 
Balance Sheet as at March 1983, and 1997 Umt. Rs. 
Items As at March, 1983* As at 31March,1997 
Share Capital: 
Authorised 1,000,000 1,000,000 
Issued & Paid Up 31,910 129,390 
Reserves・ 
Share Premmm 。 24,525 
General 0.0 52,556 
Profit & Loss Account 107,934 2,288,805 
Funds 0.0 6,108,838 
Long Term Liabilities 
SLEDB 0.0 25,000 
Total (Rs.) 139,844 8,629,114 
Represented By: 
FixedAsse担 450 3,198,381 
Current Assets 140,694 8,626,820 
Less: C ment Liab1hties 1,300 3,196,087 
Net Current Assets 139,394 5,430,733 
Total (Rs.) 139,844 8,629,114 
Note：＊τ'he year 1982 has been taken as白ebase year because the data 
for 1981 covers only a three-month period. Fiuancial ye町 ofthe 
comp田ybegius from April I to March 31 of the next year. 
Source: The Company's Annual Audit Report , Vanous Issues. 
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Table4・FixedAssets of Dambadeniya EPV People’s Co. Ltd 
(As at 31st March 1997) 
lte田s Value (Rs.) 
Land 2,843,000 
Fumi同時 24,250 
Office Eq山pment 147,331 
Building 38,799 
Plant and Machinery 32,900 
Sa島 8,385 
Motor Vehicles 546,500 
Computer 182,398 
Other 87,297 
To阻l 3,910,860 
Source: Same as Table 1 
Assistant Government Agent’S Office m Alawwa.1°' On the other hand, it did not 
have田y回 nsportor communicat10n fa口litiesto contact and tr四sport出 goodsto 
export firms located in Colombo.τbe company used public transport facilities like 
train四dbus services to overcome this difficulty while appointing a tempo回ryfield 
assistant who liaises between the EPV company and export firms or SLEDB 
However, at present, this trading house has acqurred almost al necessary fac1hties 
and official equipment like its own land, building, motor vehicles, machinery, 
computer, telephone, facsimile etc. worth Rs. 3.9 million.百ledetails of the fixed 
assets have been presented m Table 4. Data in the Table reveals how far出isgrass-
roots回 dingcomp四ydeveloped into a st四d町d回 dingfirm within a short period 
τbis is出c百四texperience of the 田gis回 tionof such a comp皿yWith由eRegis回r
of Compames in Sri L阻 ka.1”Al白ough由econcept of comp四y四dits in出mational
marketing activities田enew to the rural people involved，血oseliving in the villages 
acted through these unfamiliar channels to achieve the normal level of the company 
by usmg their own hmited capital endowment and on出ebasis of a trust m self-
reliance. 
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(b) Generation of Exchange Entitlement 
百1egeneration of exchange entitlement of most of the villagers in the project area 
oveiwhelmingly depends on出eability叩 dopportunity to offer出eirlabour power 
for wages rather than selling their own agncultural and nonagncultu回lproducts. 
羽田EPVSamagama paid special attention on血ismatter叩dprovided an opport凹 ity
to sel oruse血eirlabour power血 dtraditional knowledge to produce market-oriented 
products, utilising non-commoditised material resources available m the village itself. 
h出IS 田戸c~the EPV concept emphasized the conventional skils of village四coming
down from血古田cesto回目白町出叩thelevel of their fonnal education. f，。rexarnple,
m田ywomen in血IS副四had回ditionallybeen m the practice ofprodu口ngan山nber
of daily household utility items hke mats, bags, boxes etc. using materials obtained 
from their own or neighbo 1ring homestead or communal lands. Such product10n 
activities had not been market叩 entedWhat師匠Vproject has done is to show 
how these skills could be used for producmg marketable products through the 
mobilisation of pr叫uce回.As noted previously, the comp皿yhasa恥mptedto produce 
reed w出回packs(used日ortea packing by expo由自），utilismg villagers，国d1t1onal
knowledge血dnon-commod1tised material inputs百 eperfonnance of the EPV in 
tea pack pr＇凶uctionduring the period 198ト97is given in Table 5. 
Although the production of tea packs of this comp四yh田 anintennittent decline 
in some years，出eaccumulated volume and value of tea packs produced during出e
last 16 ye虹samounted to about 10 million packs and Rs. 138 million respectively 
The supply of pr吋uctionmcreased by 57 per cent while expanding its money income 
by 16 times during this period It is interestmg to note that由IShuge amount of 
money transfeπed from the modem sector or so called industrial sector through 
pr，吋uctionlinkage between四国lproducers and modem sector. Ano血ersignificant 
aspect is出at出eEPV people’s Company gener剖edthis income for villagers by 
usmg F町 plピsowntechnologies and some of non-commod1tised pr吋uctioninpu凪
These success perfoロnancesof production activities of the company can be 
recognised as a回suitof its o沼田isations回 tegybased on出町emajor conventional 
behavio山sof villagers in Sri Lanka百1e自国isthe asp田tof“md1vidualism”which
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allows the producers to engage m production activities at home on an mdlVldual 
basis, whenever由eyhavetime百1esecond is血e“mobilisation”asp田t,whereby it 
W田 intendedto mobilise people, particularly women labour force, to create production 
centres in vanous places in the electorate.τ'he由lfdlS the“co operative”aspect 
which was implemented through the company叩 der出econtrol and m叩agementof 
the people themselves 
Table 5: Pertor『nancein the Production o!Tea Packs, 1981-1997 
Year Volume(No) Index (1982剛100) Value (Rs.) Index (1982-100) 
1981 7,800 54,914 
1982 264,138 100 981,428 100 
1983 90,736 34 491,299 50 
1984 120,120 45 735,439 75 
1985 400,796 152 2,547,025 260 
1986 551,683 209 3,561,218 363 
1987 706,957 268 4,657,031 475 
1988 986,649 374 7,368.410 75! 
1989 588,601 223 8,731,0曲 開。
1990 995,693 377 7,365,0叩 750 
1991 849,095 321 11,648,000 1,187 
1992 704,078 267 14』80,0田 1,435 
1993 798,227 302 10,755,000 1,096 
1994 689,430 261 14,846,0曲 1,514 
1995 821,079 311 15,073,0田 1,536 
1996 953,908 361 18,853,0凹 1,921 
1997 415,013 157 15,797,0曲 1,610 
Tola! 9,944,003 137,554,768 
Sourne: A馴岨IAudit Report of the Dombadeniya EPV People’s Co. Ltd., Various Years 
τ'he fi四ts回tegycontributed to由esumva! of回ditiona!spirit of village life from 
modem concept of factory based P＂吋uctionactivities.τ'he housewives in a village 
setting have manifold duties as wife, mother and worker. When they engage in 
production activiti田athome，血eyc田 fulfilal these duties by shifting from one role 
to血eo出町田町qu出dwhile saving time, labour and白血sportcosts. F田由enno出，
the villages which implemented EPV concept do not provide infJ四struc町田facilities
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like day-school and other baby care cen釘・esto enable mothers to work full-time. 
When a rural woman works outside home, she may face a number of other so口al
problems as well, which may be harmful to her王国nilyhfe and s田ials阻.bihtyof the 
1 ..... 12) rurヨlsoc1etv 
Und町血e田conds回tegy，血ecom戸時mob血sedalargen田nberofsca臨時dpr叫uce四
wi白血血eel出回目也in回prod町 tion白山田basedone凶 t田g回ditionaland non－田ditional
villageo沼山sations（田eMap2）百eSa問 1g111叩 appointed田n回 l回de百台。m田 ong
由eproducer富田d住割問dthem at世1et叫凶ngcen出 sof白eCompany’s R & D division. 
Map2: Pr<》ductlonCen佐田around the Dambaden』.yaEPV People’s 
Company Limlled 
M出血耐orEPv1+
8曲 ontregorEPV i • 
Rn•d 
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τ'he a血erproduce四ga血e毘dinto these cen出swe田given回血ng田dms回ctionson 
production activ1ti田by曲目ecen田 leade四
Under由e由凶strategy，出es.四百E四回目阻blisheda production田ntrein血ec四n伊ny
o出ce由ate田』d出ctlycon回目edby血ecompany ofi回出.Produce四wholivearo肌d
the ofice gather m this cen出血dengage皿productionactivi回目interms of marke血g
orde回目ce1vedPayment IS made for由eirworkby血eoffice according io由equ印刷m
of production回riedout 
τllese three s町ateg1esreveal血ecomp血y’sendeavour to develop an orgarnsed 
pr吋uctionsystem whe毘bymarke血gorde四 canbe supplied efficiently acco同ingto 
various quality陀quirements田d毘gul町tyin time to meet deadltnes. Moreover，曲目e
prmciples imply血e問卯diattonof出econventional factory m叩ag田nentor workers 
bound to a factory伽 nofhfe. Th山 neans,EPV concept believes that work is for tpe 
living s回 ggleof the people田dnot fi。rthe development of a factory. 
τ'he orgamsation of village producers as an economic ente中riseunder出eEPV 
Samagama has con凶butedto improve vilagers' entitlement and capabihties directly, 
while expanding marke凶gactivities of出ecomp叩ywi出export白msof出ecountry. 
τ'he問pidS町・geof in sales加mov町田dmpa・戸nentsto produce四，andnet profit of血e
S国間E山？昭aregiven m Table 6 todemons町ヨ胞evidenceof血ecompany’sachievements 
d町田g出el田t16 y曲目 TheCompany’s sales ttunover and its paymen凶topr•吋u回目
have increased by 15 and 16 times z田pecttvelydunng the period 1982183-1996/97. 
Sirnul岡田国ly,mon血lyp叩nen録。f削s回dinghouse to producers also incre田ed世田n
Rs.79,638 in 1982183 to Rs. 1,286,250 in 19喧6/97.古田ave悶gemon由lysales加mover
of白es.制時耐間百四四回toRs. 732,803 d町ing血ls15-y田r戸d吋 while出P＂吋U田rs
orshareholde白血ceivedRs 634,7卯 perm叩出．羽田esu白田sfulmarke出gperおm叩田S
C血 beide江1tified描 ares叫tofinc肥田edsaleofr田dwaretea packs pnm血 ly，四dofo血er
products secondanly.百1e回p!ds山gein由epr<吋uctionof回 packs白日目ts白eability of 
血eEPV to win villageぜ con直denceand produce田.gu！訂Iyto血e面白芭拙恒gdem担 dof
血epr・回ucth血eintemati叩 almarket. According to由eDep町田entof Informat1叩
(1983牛5），血isis a product with a very high value-added component.百1eseproducts 
have alrea匂captur吋 themarket m Japan, Germany, Aus回目a,Belgium, New副田d,
Canada, Derunark, USA and m田yo血ercoun凶田恒theworld 
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However, net profit of出eCompany beg四 todecline since 1989/90 due to lack of 
marketing orders from the sponsored export furn and pol氏icalinfluences on the 
management body and shareholders of出eCompany Until this year, the問 IS叩 ly
this firm which pr凶ucedreedware packs in-large volumes to export market but a 
similar pr叫uctionprocess was shifted to another EPV Samagama established in 
Tissarn油ararnain血erecent past At present, nearly 1,000 persons are engaged in 
reedware tea packmg in this new project.＇＂百四 has resulted m the decline of 
market加gorders from export fl凹nsrn order tom田tproduce四supply担Darnabadeniya
EPV Samagama. But it has to be noted出atthe Darnbademya EPV Samagama’s net 
profit mcreased from Rs.102,632 m 1982/83 to Rs 1,530，αlO m 1988/89 or by about 
15 times Another significant aspect of this is that its cumulative net profit stil 
remams at Rs. 2.5 milhon and it began to recover slowly m詑centyears. 
In spite of血istemporary declme of the profit level of血eCompany，出ereis no 
町gumentto emphasize出atthis p回＇Jectwas highly impressive in the improvement of 
the mcome level of出e回目Ipoor. This was one of由emost important objectives of 
this concept because al other aims of the project revolve around出is.Acco吋ingto 
a household survey m 1986, the average monthly income per EPV shareholding 
household was about Rs 1,255. Although出isincome was eight per cent lower白血
血eave田gemon出lyincome of a household in this village, it was 17 per cent higher 
than that of the neighbouring village which is not having an EPV or a similar project 
As indicated p問viously,EPV households m this village are not havmg sufficient 
landed property, particul町Iypaddy fields阻 dupland fields compared to non-EPV 
households m出es釦nevillage.羽田means,most of出eEPV member people were 
considered as landless or n回rlandless people who have only labour to unprove由er
entitlements and capabilities Therefore, there is an urgent need to expand the 
production acttvities of the EPV Samagama to reach the ave四，gemcome level of the 
non-EPV households叩 dto mmimise mcome dispanty between bo由groups(EPV 
&Non-EPV)i問中田tiveof their owne四hipof landed property. 
Rural De"Jopment through Se！巴reli回目Appm叫＇h57 
（吋Creationof Employment Opportunities 
Relief from unemployment and unde悶 nploymentm the rural sector m Sn Lanka 
was a major aim of most rural development polrc1es implemented in the last five 
decades because transfer of surplus labour from thtS sector to modern sector or 
油田中uonof血eSU中，luslabour force by回目lsector itself did not田curm proportion 
tomc肥aseddemands of血erural labour force.百1isis the mam reason for deteno回tion 
ofru回leconomy and its people’s living conditions. Hence, the creation of of-fi町田
economic activities could be identified as the only solution to alleviate白epoverty of 
small land holders, landless h。useholds，四dof wage labourers m the ru悶lsociety目
τ"he generation of productive employment opportunities in the village itself to 
reduce incidence of rural poverty 1s a major objective of the ongomg EPV project. 
Table 7: Generali旧nof Employment Opportunities in the Dambadeniya 
Electorate, 1981-97 
τ'ype ofEmployment Number of Positions 
Permanent Employment: 
Project M皿ager
Production Manager 3 
Assistant Production Manager 
R & D Experiment Officer 
R&D T四mmgOfficer 
White Fibre Instructor 
AdmmIS回 liveOffi口als 7 
Self-employment: 
Pr吋ucersin Production Ce抽出 616 
Producers in Women’s Rural Development Societies 314 
Producers in Voluntee四Orgamsattons 304 
Producers in Screw Pine Centre 116 
Other 1,450 
Total Employment 2,815 
So me: Hou>ehold Surv甲 fo1986 and Annual Reports of the Dambadeniya EPV People’s 
Co. Ltd .Sri Lanka, 1997 
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τfie EPV concept is highly conducive to the estabhshment of agricultural and non 
agric凶凶ヨIoccupation血血evillage wi出outh四 ningits conv回 tionals凹 i田 conomic
activities. It is a well known fact出ats田 ioeconomicdispant1es副nong出evillage 
people can be reduced through increasing employment opportumties and money 
mcome level which di肥ctsto出eimprovement of people’s entitlement and capabilities. 
D町恒g血eperiod 1981-97，血enumber of perm田entand self-employments gene 回ted
by this project in the Dambademya Electorョ.teamounted to 2815.官官descriptionof 
these田cupat1onsIS given in Table 7. 
In spite of this direct employment oppoロumtiescreated by血eEPV Samagama 
WI出ma short penod, there IS a similar number of mdirect employment oppo白血1ties
that emerged in the area as a result of the mcreased dem加 dof produce四 onv副ous
se刊ices.For exan】ple,a number of small shop keepe四andprivate 町田sportservices 
have emerged around the EPV office and productwn centres to supply various 
consumer demands of the producers It is r回 sonableto emphasize出atthe increased 
money mcome of the producers has resulted m阻ismgtheir exchange entitlement 
(d) Other Contributions 
There are many other direct and indirect contnbutions of this project to the 
augmentation of the socioeconomic pattern of the rural society, particularly 
shareholding households of the study village Some of these contributions can be 
summarised as follows; alleviation of poverty, declme of income inequality, mcrease 
of consumption level of food and other e田entialcommodities, increase of savings 
rate, improvement of children's education level, housmg conditions and some 
sociocultural patterns However, al these cannot be analysed numerically due to 
unavailability of data. Hence, we discussed only some sel目tedcon回butionsacco同ing
to availab1hty of information. 
Income Inequality: Declme of income disparity in the project area can be 
児cognisedas a far-reachmg effect of the EPV People’s Company. This took place 
as a result of sigmf1cant increase of EPV income share to the total income of 
households. For example, nearly half of the household mcome is denved from EPV 
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mcome sources, con回butinga highest sh町eto to回lmcome comp鉱叫Wl白血yother 
so山田SMoreover, mean income of EPV so町田alsohas a higher rate in value terms 
com pa田dwith al o白er回c。mesources.百1ispattern of income composition (share 
and value), particularly low contribution rate of agricultural mcome, reflects由e
necessity of concentrating on off-farm employment to alleviate rural poverty of 
m町・ginalpeople rather出anon improvement of agrlcul胞団lpr・吋ucuvity
Accordmg to a household survey, Gim Coefficient of mcome distnbutlon m血！S
area is accounted to 0 28τ'he lowest value of Gim・coefficientreveals the g目ater
improvement in income distnbution among出eEPV share holdmg households at the 
clusterof villages.τ'his me血S，血emcome gap between the highest mcome receive白
血d由elowest mcome receivers is not much wide.百 ismode田teequality of income 
distnbut10n is one of the expected achievements of the implementation of血eEPV 
concept 
Improvement of Consumption Level: Improvement of consumption level of 
food and clothmg through improvement of exchange entitlements of the people is 
another objective of this project. However, it is difficult to determine how far 
consumption level improved a白erlaunchmg of the EPV project because出erewas 
no pre-project survey on consumption level.古田日fore，血e皿alysisin this section is 
mainly qualitative and is a companson with the neighbounng non-EPV village rather 
than a quantitative analysis Although the inequalities of soc10economic conditions 
between血etwoザpesofvillag＇田(EPV血dnon-EPV) may have caused the accuracy 
of information, it was negligible because the conditions of these two villa耳目are
comparable in most C田esexcept for a few v町iables.
τ'he ave回geexpendi町田onfood per week between血etwo groups of households 
shows a significant difference, the respective figur•田 beingabout Rs 293 for EPV 
and Rs. 266 for non-EPV households.τ'his implies a nine per cent higher level of 
consumption expenditure on food among the EPV households and this could be 
at回butedto the improvement of由eirexch血geentitlemen凶 However,ne町Iy70 
per cent of households in the non-EPV village hold paddy field but, it is less than 
nme per cent among the EPV households. This is an evidence of the fact that an 
mcrease of exchange entitlements is more favourable for increasing level of 
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consumpllon rather th叩 improvementof paddy productivity. 
Furthermore, there is a higher目白ofexpenditure on consumption (except nee, 
dry五sh,tea & sug町）among血eEPV producers m proportion to出enon-EPV village. 
τ'he slightly higher回teof rice consumption in血enon-EPV village may be a result 
of ownership of paddy land by the majority of households in this village.百1epoor 
exchange enlltlement capacity of the people in出snon-EPV village could be ident出ed
as the main reason for the low rate of expenditure on most consumer goods. For 
example，出cper capita expenditure on food per week among the EPV households is 
about Rs 64 while it is about Rs 54 in出enon-EPV village. However，血eper capt阻
expenditure on food in the non-EPV village mainly depends on the number of 
subsidiary crops which do not involve money payments because they紅eproduced 
in their own homesteads and paddy fields On血eotherh四 d,EPVpr<凶 UC師 mainly
depend on the exchange entitlement denved from the EPV production activities 
because they do not have sufficient landed property. 
羽田averageexpenditu問 onclothing per year in the two types of villages (EPV 
and non-EPV) also show a significant difference，血erespective sums being Rs 1,895 
for the EPV households and Rs. 1,803 for the non EPV households. Even though 
people in the rural sector in Sri Lanka generally buy their clo曲目periodically,the 
EPV shareholding households have purchased clo由esthroughout the year because 
they have improved exchange entitlements As a res 1lt，出eper capita expenditure 
onclo出国釘nountedto Rs. 391 for出eEPV producer while 1t 1s about Rs. 369 m the 
non EPV village. 
Improvement of Soc旧culturalPattern. In spite of出cabove achievements, the 
EPV Samagama emphasized曲目itis necess町yto mvolve m improving quality of 
hfe of its shareholders by means of the newly-secured exchange entitlement and 
employment It is common knowledge出atmany village四cons1de田donly of today’s 
consumption but not of tomorrow’s and because of出isconsumption habit, people 
are accustomed to look to various ext回neoussources when they face any particular 
money problem. The company has given people a perception of出etmpo託anceof 
self-dependence through savmgs叩dits reliab1hty in出eface of future uncertamty. 
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For example, the project instructed 65 producers to open savmgs accounts at the 
Regional Rural Development Bank situated near the Samagmηa’s office. At the 
S町netime, the Samagama arr面＞gedto open 80 Investment Savmgs Accounts for 
producers in the s田nebank, which md!Tectly encou回geproduce四 tosave money 
every month官iesesavmgs m b田kshave accomplished high interest四te(between 
8-!0perc叩 tper ye町）as profit and have given them the ability to settle their future 
money problems independently Another benefit of血issaving is that they serve as a 
collateral for obtaining credit facilities at low回tesof interest for thetr agncultu阻l
and non agricu加ralp四 uitsBy血esee伍orts，出epoor people of白erural community 
were also able to have access to the benefits of血ebanking system which had been 
earlier limited to血eupper s回 taof白evillage s田iety.Moreover, it also ensured血e
possibility of rural development through internal capital which was created by villagers 
themselves. 
Apart from the utilisation of m町ketand non-market factors for the improvement 
of quality of hfe, the project has paid special attention to the development of 
community solid町1ty.Commumty c。hesionin the rural sector had diminished due 
to the implementation of various soc1田 conomtcpolicies from colomal penod to 
date.τbe endeavours of血epublic s田torin血ereconstruction of community solidarity 
have not achieved much succ田sTheEPVproj闘 soughtto unify the people on the 
b田lSof曲目rso口ocultu田lvalues. In 1986, Samagama org阻 iseda welfare society 
for出epr－吋uce四回dadmimstrallve officials of出eproject as an alternative me由od
for unifying the people according to their common needs τbis society intends to 
provide financial田 wellas other community assistance to members at weddmgs, 
fun悶 ls田dat tlTiles of distress.τ1lef1叩 dof血es凹 ietywas built up from membeぱ
fees, members have a right to receive Rs 10,000 for a fune阻lor wedding, while 
dtstress atd could be町田ivedaccording to its g町 ity.百iss即時ザhelpstop田vent
any negative impact on the people’s sohd町ityarising from the marketing activities 
of the Samagama. "' 
In 1986, the Samagama mtttated a fund w1出theassistance of exporters, pnvate 
merchants, and wealthy people in the area and government officials for the 
development of s田 iocultu四Iactivities among血evillagers. Acco吋加gto audit repo由
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of the comp四y，由isfund h田 growntoa sum of Rs. 6.l million in 1996/97 The fund 
will be used for organisation and construction of common amenities, housing 
development and social development within the village boundary.τ11ese activities 
aim at achieving community solidarity, improvement of social mfrastruc回目，and
people’s active participation in vanous acuv1t1es of the Samagama 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The experience of rural development p悶ct1cesduring the last five decades have 
revealed血eirfailure to provide a secure answer for prolonged seve問 S田i田conomic
problems confron包dby四国1p<坦plein SriL叩 kaHowever, augmen阻tion of national 
food supply, specifically self-sufficiency rate of nce surged d回maticallyas a result 
of rural development policy through modernisation of agriculture. The poor 
con回butionof these polic1回 toresolve rural poverty, unemployment阻 dinequality 
can be recognised as a result of their insufficient attempt to improve people’s 
capabilities and entitlements As emphasized by Sen (1983:755), the process of 
exp四dingthe capabilities of由epeople as a mam s回 tegyofru回ldevelopment has 
not taken place仕'Omthose policies implemented m ru四lsect•。rof Sri Lanka. 
τbe o出ernegative impact of rural development S位ategiesis出atthey eventuated 
to increase economic dependency of the people 1凶 riL叩 kaτbisis血emajor cause 
for poverty in rural sector in this coun位y.Most villagers depend on government or 
h田1gnJobopportunities in由eMiddle East or m other countnes for economic gains. 
Al出oughthe田 havebeen increases m the levels of money income, the dependency 1t 
generates has not con回butedtoe 四dicaterural poverty. In add1t10n，血egoveロunent's
poverty alleviation programme or so-called food-stamp policy has also caused an 
indirect increase m economic dependency in白erural sector If this日liefassistance 
W田 dis回butedWI血utilisationof people’s labour, it would have been directed towards 
回目lpoor to find an economic independence m the village itself. 
Mo児over,the dependency of rural development pohc1es on fo四igncapital and 
technologies has also日suitedin出eincrease of配 onom1cdependency of曲ccounuy 
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as a whole on foreign donor countries. These pohcies have not considered the 
utilisation of internal and external power bases and resource endowment of which 
most is available on free of charge to process of expanding capabilities and entitlements 
of the m回lpoor. It is a common knowledge that most of the production inputs such 
描 land,labour, cap1阻I,technology and matenal resou町田areaccessib】eSU伍c1ently
in the village economy that required to produce any product towards domestic or 
international market τ'he necessary f恥 torIS how they are org皿isedin pr吋uct1ve
m国国erwith acquiring people’s confidence and their active p町t1cipation.
Although the EPV concept IS con日nedto a limited a問am Sri Lanka on an 
experiment basis, it has authenticated the abil江yto exp田dpeoplピsentitlements and 
capab1hties, depending on village owned resource endowment and not on foreign 
do no四 τ'hehousehold survey in Darnbadeniya EPV project demonstrated由atthe 
mobihsation of rural poor in a fruitful manner was conceived as a part of a m吋or
process towards resolvmg serious socioeconomic problems substantially. 
Furthermore, the survey proved曲目evenif出epeople did not own paddy land and 
o出erlanded property, they could stil Improve their economic self-reliance由rough
mobilisation田dutilisation of non-commodity social問lauonsin a wor廿抑制lemanner 
Another m句orfinding of the survey is出atthe degree of people’s participation in 
this project is amounted to the highest level compared to any other organisat10n m 
the cluster of villagesτ'hegr田teratentI叩 of出eEPV concept on peopl白出•Ject1ves
叩 dtheir田pirationscould be由emam reason for出ispopular participation. People 
are drawn to the EPV project because it has helped them in their struggle against 
poverty 
Although we have emphasized血evalue ofEPV concept田 analternative s町ategy
for rural development m Sn Lanka, msufficient market orde四fromthe modem sector 
and political influence have recently hampered fu巾 erprogress of出epr吋ecttowards 
self.一日liance.It has, however proved that the possibility exists for improvmg the 
四raleconomy by combining internal and external resources under producers' 
leadership without utilising foreign capital and technology. 
Finally, it IS n目ess田yto emphasize some limitations in the arguments and叩 alyse渇
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employed which should be given due consideration Firstly, the socioeconomic 
survey was limited to one殴 Vproject but曲師arenearly 40 such projects operatmg 
wi由variousproducts in different dis回ctsof the coun町 τ1tesev日lagesmay have 
faced different soc1oeconomic problems and possessed different extent of resource 
endowment. Secondly, the p回sents佃dyis limited to an in-depth血 alysisof the 
supplier side or producers’side However, it is important to study on the demand 
side for EPV products by export firms of the country. Such analyses w!ll provide 
further mformation for making叩 a回目smentas to whether or not血eEPV concept 
C田 berecogmsed田 analternative policy for process of expandmg the capabtlities of 
people that di肥ctsto economic self-rehance in ru 阻lSri Lanka 
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Notes 
I) More than 700,000 Sri Lankans work in countries in the Gulf and in Southeast 
Asia, many田 domesltcand cons回1ctionworkers. More than three-fourths of 
曲目eworkers are町田Iunskilled women who work as house mruds for rich people 
in曲目ccoun町iesunder severe work conditions on田lat1velylow wage rate See 
!PS, World News, J阻 uary4, 1999 for further information 
2) Entitlement児島rsto the set of alternative commodity bundles that a person can 
command ma s田1etyusing the totality of rights and opportunities that he or she 
has. In a market economy, if ape目。ncan earn $ 200 by selling his labour power 
ando由ersaleable objects he h描 orcan pr＇吋uce，由enhis entitlements refer to set 
of al commodity bundles costing no more than $200 He can buy any such 
bundle, but no more由an曲目，andthe !tmtt 1t sets by his owner叶up(endowment) 
and his exchange possibilities (exchange entitlement), the two together 
determming his ove四Hentitlement On出ebasis of this entitlement, a person can 
acquire some capabilities, i e血eability to do this or血at(e g. be well nounshed), 
田df副lto acquire some other capabilities羽田processof economic development 
C叩 beseen出 apr，田essofexp四ding血ecapabilities of people. (Sen, 1983:754同
755) 
3) The pilot proj民t，出eD醐 badem ya殴 Vproject was miuated by the au出orhimself 
under direction of Mmis句 ofT四deand Shipping in 1981 
4) See Ra加ayake,P (1992・57-122)for descriptive analysis on agricultural policies, 
programmes田dperformances m the post-independence period in Sri Lanka 
5）百1eIRDP m Sri Lanka w田 initiatedin 1976 by the World Bank田dwas begun in 
Kurunegala District in 1979.τ1us concept which was recognised as a new 
approach to rural development was aiming to improve !tvmg conditions of the 
poor by allevrnl!ng povelly and improvmg the quality of life m the rural secto工
See People’s Bank, 1989; and Morapaya, 1989 for detailed an叫ysison IRDP m 
Sri L印刷
6) Basic needs comprise mainly of availability of sufficient food, shelter and clothing 
τ'he concept of poverty was defined as lack of means to satisfy these basic needs 
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by people. See Ratnayake (1992:31・37)for further de凶 1on poverty alleviatl叩
出roughbasic-needs approach. 
7) Self-sufficiency Ra恒ofRice ~ Amoo't ofDom闘記桁国山崎Availablefo印刷ompti曲昆1曲
D。m•«ioProdot +Imp。rt
8) See Alailima (1997: 127-170) for descriptive analysis on government subsidy 
prograinme四 dits impact on S田 weconom1ccondit旧nsof Sri Lanka. 
9）百1eSLEDB1sa s阻出町E叩詰ationes岨凶1shedin 1979 under the Sri Lanka Expoロ
Development Act, No 40 of 1979 to assist the government in the form旧lat旬n
and implementatwn of pohcies for the development of expo託S目Itaims at a 
systematic identification of the baSIC cons回 intsaffecting the grow出ofexpo出
国 mel as of釦nctio1al areas such as export fin叩cmg.This institution自mctions
under the Ministry of T:回deand Shippmg (SLEDB Documents, undated) 
lめAlawwais one of the government adminis回 tivedivisions in出cDambadeniya 
elect町宮te.τ1usoffice roles描 aprincipal centre of vanous development activities 
implemented by the cen回 lgovernment in the area All government officials 
who work h出earea were at阻chedto this o節目．
1）百由comp田 ywas問gisteredas a legal company und町出eGene潤lComp叩 ies
Act m 1981; however, an amendment W描 madeunder the Companies Act., No. 
17 of 1982 (p副 VII)ft町 thespecific日g1s回 tionof EPV People’s Compam国
百1eamendment requi毘sthe following for the es阻.blishmentof an EPV comp皿y.
liability 1s limited; n四ninalvalue of a share is Rs 10.00: au曲目1sedshare cap註al
詰Rs.1，日00,000.00;no person (mdividually or旬getherwith his wi島orminor 
child/ch!ld悶 1)could hold mo回出血10per cent of the share ca pi阻l,no comp回y
shall hold any sh眠恒国1yother People’s Company; minunum of曲目directo目
and maximum of 10 di田ctorsappointed by the sha四holde町田da minimum of 
50 shareholders needed回 forman EPV People’s Company. (SLEDB, 1986江
Comp叩 iesAct, No. 17 of 1982 177-180) 
12) As noted earher.，四.pidmcrease of female migrant workers in Middle East and in 
F毘eTrade Zones in m句orcities of Sri Lanka have created m釘1yS白血Ip回•blems, 
particularly dis町E剖1isationof farn!ly hfe, increase of suicides, alcoholism, drug 
addiction, prostitution and indebtedness in rural Sri Lank泡 τhisreveals high 
social cost towards rural community than economic benefits gained世omthis 
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migrant female worke四whowork in叫 orctti田 ofthe country or Middle East. 
13) Recently, the European F副rTrading Association (EFrA) has sent加古sHeleen 
Verschur芭n a Dutch consultant to train selected produce四 ofthis project in 
putting out a new四ngeof packaging items for air flighting to E町ope阻 m訂ke出1g
channels as samples for test marketing・Shenot only changed the design but 
made由eproduct cost effective and put out many samples. She also prepa田d
specially designed packs for niche markets like gift packs for Christmas and 
New Year. (Daily News, 05.02 1998) 
14) It is a well known fact that he social values, particularly reciprocal labour in血e
rural commumザhasdeclined along wi血exp皿sionof money economy based on 
modem marketing d凹 trinesτbtswas experienced by most societies m Asia 
which introduced market economy for some decades ago After expansion of 
market economy at some level m these countries, people’s commumty soltd血q
vamshed because出eybegan to consider every出ingon money terms田血erthan 
on s回目lvalues 
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